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1W0 CRASH COURSES THAT 
Take two courses that cover a lot of 

ground in a hurry. Konami® brings NASCAR® 
endorsed, smash and crash stock car warfare to 
the NES™ and Game Boy™ Winston Cup 
Champion Bill Elliott helped design the ultimate 
driving experience, complete with functional 
instrument gauges, authentic pit stops, 200 mph 
duels for pole position, spin-outs and a mind 
blowing first person perspective. You actually 
feel like you’re in the roll cage of a real racer! 

Slide into one of three asphalt eating 
stock cars—Ford Thunderbird, Chevy Lumina 
or Pontiac Grand Prix (or an Oldsmobile 
Cutlass for Game Boy). Adapt your beast by 

adjusting gear ratio, spoiler angle, tire stagger 
and transmission to the hairpin turns of Sears 
Point and Watkins Glen or the high banked ovals 
of Daytona and Talladega (or Atlanta for Game 
Boy). Then get ready to scrape sheet metal against 
Bill Elliott and 14 of the nation’s nastiest 
NASCAR drivers, either in single races or the 
grueling Championship Season. 

Then, when you become a gifted gear 
jammer, enter the Konami Bill Elliott’s NASCAR 
Challenge™ Contest. Send in your best NES or 
Game Boy Championship Season score. We'll 
fly the eight hottest prospects, four for the NES 
and four for Game Boy in on Midway Airlines® 



win DRIVE YOU STEER CRAZY. 
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The Last wora On viaeo Carnes 

S insert Coin 
EGM now spans the 
globe! Ed introduces 
World Net™ - an inter¬ 
national network of tht 
best game magazines 

Some games are hot 
some are not. Only tf 
Crew calls It fairly! 

30 SoFtware 

32 Coming Gossip 
Quartermann Is 
back from CES with 

42 International 

EGM was at Tokyo 
Toy Show! Check out 
the only U.S. 
coverage of Japan's 
biggest trade show! 

See how you rate 
against the best players 
in the world! Only In our 
Top Score Club! 
Electronic Gaming Monthly Zelda 3 for the 

EC Express 
Another EGM first! It's a 

CD-ROM bonanza! Check 
out the first pictures and all 

the specs on the Sega 
Mega-CD, NEC's PCE 

Duo, Super CD-ROM2 and 
NID; Nintendo/Phillips CD-I 

and Sony's Super NES 
Play Station! 

Super NES 
Buyers Guide 

No wimpy two page buyers 
guide here. Check out the 
only authoritative 16 page 

resource on the Super 
Nintendo! 

Micro Cuming 
Portables are hot this 

summer and so are the 
new games! Castlevania 
2, Choplifter2, Metroid 2, 
TMNT 2, Double Dragon 

2, Simpsons, Home 
Alone, Bill &Ted and Hard 
Drivin' are but a few of the 
super carts I 

Sega gives EGM the first hands on test of their 
Mega CD-ROM! 

88 «8 
Super Fomicom Turbo Cbamp 

Times CD is the name of the game 
Even with all the great S- for NEC this fall. It Came 
NES games coming out from the Desert; Lords of the 
there are still more in Rising Sun and the Addam's 

Japan! We've got the first Family are on their way. 
pix of Zelda 3; Super mats 

Formation Soccer, Super 119 
Pro Wrestling; and NeO-CeO 
Dungeon Master! jhe home arcade 

106 
Nintendo Player 

The NES is alive and 
doing well. At CES there 

still was full support for the 
old workhorse. Contra 

Force; Batman: Return of 
the Joker; Wizards and 
Warriors 3; and Tecmo 

Super Bowl are hot! 

Take a look at the 
spectacular ending to one of 

the best shooters ever - 

COVER: 
After years of waiting the 

Super NES is only one 
month away! For now, 

learn about the system, its 
specs and the games it will 

play! 



Robin Hoo 
Prince of Thieves 

Become Robii 
Hood in the adventure of your life in a game that brings all the acti 
of the blockbuster movie to your very' own NES! Show your courag 
and cunning as you rescue the lovely Maid Marian and free Englan 

Live the Adventuw! 





4 Megabit 
16 Bit Graphics 

Licensed For Play On 

This Game Has Not Yet Been Rated. 

"Battled awesome monstersl"—Aaron Van Stavern, Came Tester 

"If you liked 'Ghouls,' 'Stormlord' will blow you away!" 
—Barrett Ryots, Game Tester 

Segoo 



ECM SPANS THE GLOBE! 
One of our main goals here at EGM is to put out a magazine which con¬ 

tains the most current video game information in the country. Our foreign 
correspondents have been able to supply us with the very latest info from 
Japan, but the video game industry is changing. In the past, the majority of 
games came from Japan but now a larger percentage of software is being 
developed in England, France and Germany. Accordingly, we are now 
expanding our International coverage to include software from these coun- 

Also, ever since we became the authoritative source for games in the U.S„ 
other magazines from around the world have come to us asking for permis¬ 
sion to reprint information from EGM in their magazine. That gave us an 
idea. Why not create a worldwide network of game magazines? Information 
would be traded between magazines and everybody would benefit! After 
several months of meetings between the best game magazines in the world, 
the World Net™ was formed. If you liked what we did in the past, wait till you 
see what we can do, now that we span the globe! 

Another change that you may have noticed in EGM is the running of spe¬ 
cial insert publications. We have just set up a separate division here at 
Sendai called the Contract Publishing Group. This group will be solely 
responsible for the creation of the inserts which you will see here in EGM 
and in other publications. These inserts will highlight and describe specific 
products from different companies in the game industry. To avoid any confu¬ 
sion these inserts are advertisements, and they are paid for by the respec¬ 
tive companies. However, they are more than just ads. Since they are pre¬ 
pared by people who know games, these inserts will be informative. They 
will show and describe all the products of the respective companies. A good 
example of this is the Atari Lynx insert. It shows you everything you ever 
wanted to know about the Lynx. It gives you an insight, with pictures, of all 
the new games coming out In the near future. It is something that you would 
want to pick up and read. And, from the letters we have received, it appears 
that you like these kind of ads. More are scheduled to run in the upcoming 
months. Check them out and drop us a note as to what you think. 

Ed Semrad 
EDITOR 

imraONALGAMlNGliORMAllONlTWOE 
The official logo adapted by the magazines participat¬ 

ing in the World Nef" . 
Electronic Gaming Monthly 
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questions have been 
pouring in by the hun¬ 
dreds each and every 
month. Information has 
been very hard to come 
by but on June 6th at 
Tokyo Toy Show, Sega 
officially unveiled this 
super peripheral to the 
public. Of course EGM 

photos, a complete set 
of specs and a long list 
of new CD-games! 
Don't miss our special 
EG Express in this 

'Ok for an in depth article 
I think your mag is terrific! You 

always have the most up to date info 
on all the game systems. I own them 
all and my favorite is the Genesis. 

I've noticed that on the bottom right 
of the system is a small compartment 
that says "Do not remove". Is this 
where the soon to come CD-ROM will 
attach to the system? Also I've seen 
several different versions of what this 
awesome CD-ROM may look like. 
You would really make my day if you 
would track down what this really 

in the July/August issue of Mega Play!) 

The Sega CD-ROM Is coming to 
Japan this Fall! 

looks like. How much will it cost? 
What games will be coming out for it? 
And show a lot of photos! 

Jon Stickel 
Huntington Beach, CA 

NEO-GEO PRICE CUTS! 
The Neo-Geo looks like a great 

machine! I would love to buy it but it is 
Just too expensive. Do you know if they 
are going to reduce the price in the 

I'm totally addicted to your mag! 
How you constantly have the most 
current info is beyond me, but keep it 
up. I especially loved your Genesis 
CD-ROM coverage. About this I have 
a few questions. What is its release 
date? Price range? Also, what game 
will come with it? 

John Mason 

near future to make it more affordable 
to us normal players? 

Anthony Stephens 
Talbott, TX 

I heard rumors that SNK is having 
problems in Japan and that nobody is 
buying the system over there. There is 
talk about a big price cut in the system 

I've got three burning questions I 
need to ask you about the Genesis 
CD-ROM! Can it play music CD's? 
Can it play Turbo CD's? What is the 
earliest I can buy it? 

Jake Lennington 
Rush City, MN 

(Ed. Ever since we broke the news of 
this super peripheral way back in 

Pittsburgh, PA 

SNK is claiming that their NEO-GEO 
is a 24 bit system. How can this be? I 
thought that it uses a 68000 processor. 
So then it must be a 16 bit system. It 
also has a Z80 but isn't that their audio 
chip. Can you set the record straight. 

Dwight Thorton 
Ankeny, lA 

Electronic Gaming Monthly 

(Ed. While we can't confirm whether 
the NEO-GEO Is having problems in 
Japan, I can say from my discussions 
about the system with store owners 
in Tokyo that it is not setting very fast 
The software is extremely limited and 
more than one copy of the game Is 
seldom seen in the stores. The price 
reductions you mentioned are true! 
As of Ju!y 1,1991 the system price 
has been reduced from $425 to $360. 
Game prices have been slashed by 
more than 50%! Nam 75 is about 
$100 and the big memory games are 
about $155! As to whether the U.S. 
wtl! foHow suit SNK would not com- 

Calllng the NEO-GEO a 24 bit sys¬ 
tem is misleading. Two processors 
can be added together only if they 
are working in parallel. The only 
Instance (so far) is the new Sega CD- 
ROM as it has it's own (and faster) 
68000 chip which will handle the 
scaling, rotation and other special¬ 
ized functions.) 

PANTHER IS DEAD! 
First of all, I think your magazine is 

great. I really like how you always get 
the scoop on the other guys. You 
were the first to tell us about the Gen¬ 
esis, Super Famicom, Neo-Geo and 
Panther. Anything new to report on 
the latter? One mag ran the specs. 

Brian Ausberry 
Newton, PA 

(Ed. We are sad to report that the 
Panther is an extinct species. Atari 
has killed the project in favor of a 
new one code named Jaguar. Would 
you believe two big 68000 processors 
running in parallel! 

Your second point has a bit of irony 
to it Brian. By the time others finally 
get around to publishing the specs, 
the system is already dead!) 



Enjoy 



WHAT DETERMINES 
MAGAZINE SIZE? 

I've noticed that the sizes of all the 
magazines seem to go in cycles. 
Starting in September they all get 
larger, and get up to about 200 
pages in December. Then they taper 
off when in summer they are barely 
too pages. What determines the 
magazine size, as if it were up to me, 
and a lot of my friends, we would like 
to see them at 200 pages all year 
round. Your mag seems to be getting 
thicker. Any reason? 

Charles Bogden 
Austin, TX 

(Ed. You bring up a good point 
Charles and it is one which we get a 
lot of mail on. Magazine size is pri¬ 
marily determined by the number of 
companies which will run ads In any 
particular issue. A reasonable ratio 
whioh we go by is 50-50. That is for 
each ad there will be at least one 
page of editorial. Most respectable 
magazines normally go by a ratio 
close to this. Those who run at ratios 
with a lot of pages and very few ads 
are walking on thin ioe. As the holi¬ 
days approach the companies have 
more games to sell and they adver¬ 
tise more. That is why you'll see 
thicker books around Christmas. 
During the summer many companies 
trim back their ad pages as they 
have fewer games to sell. 

Here at EGM we have been doing 
OK. Our book has been running 
around 132 pages during the sum¬ 
mer while others have dropped to 
100 pages or less. A count of the 
advertisers in any particular issue is 
a fair indication as to how well that 
magazine is doing in the eyes of the 
game companies. Ads aren't cheap 
and these companies want to get the 
best value (oirculation vs. cost) for 
their money. It all boils down to the 
most popular mags getting the most 
advertisers. VJe believe that as the 
holidays approach you will see EGM 
running multiple insert books, 
posters, etc. and easily exceeding 
200 pages and possible even be the 
first book to go beyond 300! We 
can't wait!) 

CIRCLE #190 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
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6 Ultra-Compression" 
megs with 

battery backup. 

200 hours to compiete 
(except for experts). 

Over 90 spoils, 
including Lloyd’s 

Beacon, Feeble Mind 
and Fingers of Death. 

If you thought Phantasy Star'" had a lot to offer, 
welcome to the brave new world of Might and Magic. 
It’s the most advanced fantasy role-playing game yet. 
With the most magic, the most monsters, the most 
weapons, the most advanced character development 
of any Genesis game. With hundreds of locations 
and hideouts to explore, including some places we 
guarantee you’ll never get out of alive. In Might and 
Magict the deeper you go the better it gets. So take 
a walk through our world. You’ll find fentasy RPG’s 
just got a new star. 

Over 150 pages of 
clues and maps 

(you’ll need them). 

Custom build your 
characters from 

6races,8di£frreot 
classes and 40 
different skills. 

Battle 250 different 

(4 times Phantasy Star). 

BEMgSIg Visit your retailer or call 1-800-245-4525 any time. ELECTRONIC A 



DUPLICATE INSERTS?? 
I've got several complaints. First, I 

saw your Lynx insert in another mag¬ 
azine. Was it an ad or why did this 
happen? 

Second, i hope you guys are 
happy. I called Sega and the Phanta¬ 
sy Star 3 book is as you stated - sep¬ 
arate and not included with the 
game. Now I will have to pay $70 for 
the game and then another $20 for 

Erik Sclimek 
St. Paui, MN 

Is it true that Sega wiii charge $20 
for the Phantasy Star hint book? 
What wili happen with Shining and 
the Darkness? Wiil that book cost 
$20 also? 

William Goff 
Portland, OR 

(Ed. Well guys, while we voiced our 
opinions about packaging a hint 
book with the game, It Is very doubt¬ 
ful that Sega buckled under our edi- 

working together can everybody 
(manufacturers, retailers, publishers 
and consumers) benefit from such 
an association.) 

^ ELSCTROrSCGmSSSTC. 
VIDEO GAMES DISCOUNT MART 

(213) 820-2800 (818) 766-2368 



Wi’bi Cttatilt a iWoniter!!! 
Jftanbenatein is alibe anb ftt’s bcabcb fot pour (ibing room, 
^usi) pour^intenbo* spstem to ttje limit toitf) atoesome 
gcapbicB anb minb-mctting action ^at pou hson’t (inb in 
otbinatp games. g>abing fijc beautiful «Emi(p from tf)e 
eluteijes of tbe monster hiill put pour gaming shills on ti)e 
line as pou punel), hieh, i)uch, cf)op, smash, bum, anb 
bomb pour toap through a goulish armp of horrific enemies, 
each bctermineb to bring pou to a stichp cnb. Pattlc pour 
toap through the creep infesteb billage, the treacherous for¬ 
est, the horrible grabeparb, anb the eastle of boom, before 
eben thinking of setting foot or sbiorb in the ebil bimension 
bthere pour Strength anb Spirit toill be put to the final test. 
Wt createb the monster... 3t’s up to pou to bestrop hint! 

(Nintendo) 
eriTEHTPinmenT 

SVSTEm* 
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MAKETHEPGA 

UR GUI 
Pack your bags, you’re going 

on tour. 
But make it your golf bags. 

Because it'sPGATOUR^Golf. The 
only game that 
lets you make 
the rounds with guys named Fuzzy 

the VlMrus, Hubie and Fred. In sum, sixty of the best players ever to swing a club. 
No matter how you slice it, this is the most 

realistic Genesis'golf game ever. 
Real players with hole-by-hole tips. Real 

courses like the TPC’s at Sawgrass and 
Avenel. 3-D greens you can read like an 
open book. A whole arsenal of special shots 
like chips, punches, and fringe putts. Even 
random pin placement 

You think any other game has the PGA TOUR stamp of 
Come on. 

real. 



PGATOUR Golf doesn’t miss a trick. With 
balls that have backspin and forward roll. 
More impossible i 
lies than a politician. 
Hooks and slices 
that butcher the 
Mrways. I 

And TV coverage | 
is better than any 
you’ll find on the 
1, L. ^ J A ruT^   ^ lopograpnic cvniours reuea even me 
tuve. Wltn spectac- smallestgreen wrinkle. Byou misread 
ular aerial fly-bys. 
Close-ups of the 
hole. Multiple 
angles of the ball in 
flight Instant replay. 
KiUer sound effects- 
crowd applause, 
club swings, 
chirpin’birds. Even 

a sportscasterwith tournament highlights but no commer- 

_ _ devour ail your advice ana yoTcoulcl have a stroke. 
greens, you’ll BrMi out of the money. And back on the driving 
practice greens. A battery backup 
saves everything-games, accumu¬ 
lated earnings, scores. Even PGA 
TOUR stats for up to 82 golfers. 

So why drive anything else when 
you can cruise the TOUR? Club your 
way to the top with PGA TOUR Golf 
tom BectonicArts. 

Call 800-245-4525 to order. Or 
visit your retailer. 
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fTSDMElOLEARNATHNG 
OR ™0 ABOUT FUN. 

Professional gamer David Izat knows a lot about fim and 

games, especially with Arcus Odyssey. 

Equipped with 8 meg gr^hic power. Arcus 

Odyssey is pure strategy. With up to four 

warriors (two warriors per game) work your way 

through daring levels and mind boggling mazes. 

and as you master each level, your we^xms become 

stronger. Challenge your mind by finding hidden 

clues; reward yourself with hidden treasures. Now 

that you've learned the basics, ask the ultimate 

question; are you ready to learn a thing or two 

about fim? 

987 University Avenue, Suite 10 
Los Gatos, CA 95030 (408) 395-8375 CIRCLE #113 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
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BxmiBmA! 
The Light Boy GAME KEEPER is the only case you will ever need 
for all your Game Boy gear. New from Vic Tokai, the GAME KEEPER 
not only holds your Light Boy and Game Boy, but also these following 
accessories 



Alien Storm 
Sega - Action 

Spiderman 
Sega - Action I 

Arcus Odyssey 
Renovation - Adventure 

Street Smart I 
Treco - Fighting 

Dino Land 
Renovation - Pinball 

Super Votieybait 
Sega - Sports 

Kageki: Fists of Steel Vapor Trail 
Sage's Creation - Fighting Renovation - Shooter 

NHL Hockey 
Electronic Arts - Sports 

J 

i Crystal Quest 
Data East - Adventure 

Roger Rabbit 
Capcom - Action 

InfoGenlus 
Gametek - Educational 

R-Type 
Irem - Shooter 

Mysterlum 
Asmik - Role Playing 

Tecmo Bowl 
Tecmo - Sports 

Ninja Taro 
American Sammy - Action 

(SMS(SMR 

maiimm 
World War VI left the Earth desolate and uninhabitable. Many years 

later, the Intergalactic Council discovered the Earth could once again be 
populated, and people returned to rebuild their lives. 

Unknown to them, mutant forces had gonp undetected, and are now 
wreaking havoc on the defenseless humans. Feaftrig the total extermination 
of the Earth, the Intergalactic Council has deployed?AEROSTAR'", the most 
powerful fighter ever built. This state-of-the-art vehicle of destruction is Earth's 
only hope for salvation, but is useless without the right pilot. 



CMMINC cossm 
...New 64-Bit System Announced From Atari...New CD-ROM Technologies...Sony Play Station To Debut in '92... 

Super NES Release Date Announced...Nintendo Moves To Philips...Video Game Comics To Come... 

...I've torn through the wastelands of the Consumer Electronics Show and surfaced intact! Yours truly has 
managed to dig deep this month, kiddies, for the ultimate in gaming gossip! So let go of your sticks you 
Quartermaniacs and let's blow through this month's wet and wild rundown...Quarterman is getting close to losing 
his marbles on this one Q-fans! I worked my way behind enemy lines to pull out the first news on Atari's 16-Bit 
to 32-Bit Panther project, only to have the machine explode in my face when Atari nixed the program in favor of 
a more top-secret system! Not to fear, however, for Quartermann is here to paint you with the true picture of 
where things stand inside the offices of the broken 'A'. First, the Q-Mann has learned that the white shirts of 
Atari have scrapped the feline that was rumored to be on a par with the Super NES, in favor of a more explosive 
unit that will, according to the company, take us all on a bold new frontier of video gaming! Quartermann will 
believe it when he sees it - but in the meantime, I've put on rubber gloves to reach in even deeper into the pit of 
Atari to pull out some more concrete info on what this is all about. Seems our Pong pals have tied the knot with 
an outside developer to create a the new technology that will be driving their self-proclaimed 64-Bit system! 
That's right you gossip hounds. Atari is tooting their horn 64 times! Even though there are currently no such 
configurations being mass-produced, that doesn't stop the Tramielian one from giving his new hardware a new 
name - the Jaguar...In a related story, Quartermann has tracked down leads that have led me across the globe 
in search of the mysterious "others" that may be working on latest cat in Atari's cradle. Rumors now indicate 
that the hardware may be based off of new technology being employed by Psygnosis! Representatives at the 
company would not confirm the story directly, but it does appear that something is brewing between our 
European friends...Of course you'll conform, you morons! You've never had the opportunity to do something 
creative enough to sell product... 

...There were CDs a plenty at the recent CES in Chicago, with both NEC and Sega unveiling, albeit behind 
closed doors, the latest that the technology could muster up. I don't know about you, but I think it's kind of a 
dead issue until the bean counters can get the machines In our hands for a lot fewer beans. Anyway, 
Quartermann scored a direct hit with a behind-the-scenes preview of what these new machines will do and they 
are incredible! The NEC unit, which is self-contained, will use a technology called NID to compress video onto 
discs for instant access. Whoopie! Secondly, Sega's big guns will pack another 16-Bit processor in both barrels 
to give us scaling, rotation and other super keep features. No games are final for either technology, but the 
prospects do look nice... 

...Nintendo made their own story at the CES by giving Sony a cold, icy one when the head honchos of Mario- 
land decided to use the force and choose the "other" side: Philips! While Quartermann will refrain from calling 
them the big 'P', Philips is the force behind CD (after all, they invented the thing), and their aim is to standardize 
the marketplace. Magnovox had a machine working at CES, and the rumor has it that Nintendo wanted to 
attend the same party...Sony, meanwhile, has brushed aside Nintendo's response and elected to go it their own. 
While Nintendo says they won't support it, Sony will nevertheless bring out their own CD-I system based around 
the Super NES called the Play Station. Yes, Q-fans, another game system is on the way... 

...As far as "official" dates are concerned, Nintendo has committed to a September 1 launch for their 16-Bitter! 
With Super Mario World riding inside, the new machine will clock in at $199, with game softs expected at just 
under fifty bucks...Get set for a slew of comic books based on your favorite video game characters! 
Quartermann has already seen Double Dragon, but rumor has it that there will be a variety of new titles each 
boasting the mug of a different video game super hero. After seeing what Mario could muster in his comic 
adventures, the Q-Mann gives this idea a big thumbs down,..Hit the lights, the Q-Mann is on his way to 
Terminator 2 with the head ed. Harris. Looks to be a blast, although Arnold fighting Jell-Q could get interesting! 
That's it for now! 

- QUnRTBRMSiNN 
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Get a life. Actually, get multiple lives, and a couple of 
wives, and some kids too. Ifs up to you. Welcome to the world 
of Phantasy Star in, the new role-playing odyssey from Sega” 
that spans three generations of characters. Ifs big, real big. 

What do you expect? Ifs from the same people who gave 
you mind-benders like Phantasy Star II” and Sword of 
Vermilion.” And take our word for it, you’re in for the long 

haul with this one. Phantasy Star HI will take you hundreds 
of hours to complete, if you’re lucky. 

Besides, you can always buy the hint book. Which could 
come in handy with a game that unfolds into four different 
endings. Of course, finishing Phantasy Star III will take a lot 
mote than a hint book. If 11 take endless skill and intense 
concentration. Not to mention a good chunk of your life. 





ELECTRONIC CRMINC EXPRESS... 

SEGA OF JAPAN UNVEILS MEGA-CD AT 

TOKYO TOY SHOW! 

On Ju 3 6th, the first d£ 
e Tokyo Toy Show, 

Sega of Japan formally 
introduced their long await¬ 
ed CD-ROM peripheral for 
the Mega Drive. Called the 
Mega-CD, the unit is 
scheduled to be coming 
out in Japan this fall and in 
the U.S. in the spring of 
1992. While a price was 
not announced, EGM has 
learned from sources in 
Japan that the Mega-CD 
will sell for about $370. Previous 
estimates had the Mega-CD sell¬ 
ing for under $250, however 
that time, price was the major oo 
cern rather than performance 

MEGA-CD SPECIFICATIONS 

128 Kbit CD-ROM 
64 Kbit misc. 
1 Megabit bios 
8 channels PCM 
Hardware Scaling, 
Zoom & Rotation 

they did. They went the whole 

Not to make the same mistake 
that NEC did with their CD-ROM, 
Sega made sure that there was 
enough memory in the buffer to 
take care of any current game and 
any future product. NEC started 
with 64k then bumped that up to 2 
megabit. Sega Is starting with a 
whopping 6 megabits. 

Another problem with the NEC 
unit is access time. One way to 
minimize this is to use a special 
(and costly) custom high speed 
laser pickup. New technology is 
available now and Sega has incor¬ 
porated one of the fastest drive 
mechanisms around. 

But the best feature of the new 
Mega-CD is the inclusion of a sec¬ 
ond, Mega Drive compatible, 
68000 chip. Sega realized that the 
competition (S-NES) has scaling 
and rotation built into its hardware. 
Any type of similar 'tricks', as done 
in Sonic, have to be done with dif¬ 
ficulty in the Mega Drive software. 
To correct this Sega built a faster 
(12.5 MHz. vs. 8 MHz in the Mega 
Drive) MC68000 chip into the CD- 

ROM. Not only does it run 

allows for biaxial rotation, 
scaling and zoom to be per- 

And, both processors can be 
running in parallel for ultra¬ 
fast performance. 

Besides great video 
effects the CD-ROM can 
now deliver audio equal to 
that found in their arcade 
machines. Besides offering 
true voice and CD quality 

soundtracks there are 8 channels 
available for digital stereo PCM 
sounds. The Mega-CD will also 
play normal audio CD's, both the 3 
and 5 inch sizes. Rumors have it 
that this unit will play the new 
CD-fG discs but Sega would nei¬ 
ther confirm or deny this. The CD- 
ROM, however, is not compatible 

O CD will play all your 
favorite music CD's. 

No matter how technically 
advanced a system is you need a 
good supply of games to play on 
it. Currently 27 companies are 
working on new software and 
much of it will be available early 
next year. The first three games to 
be released when the system 
comes out this fall are a Phantasy 
Star-type RPG; a Rastan-type 
action game and a quest game. 
Another half dozen games will be 
ready by Christmas. 
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OK Partner DRAW! 

With videomation' and your 
Nintendo, you can be a reai artist! 
Everything you need to create incredible ^ Sound and Animation features add life 



NEW CD-ROM DRIVES ANNOUNCED BY 
NEC, SONY AND PHILLIPS 

CD-ROM technology, originally 
pioneered by NEC, is the latest 
peripheral which all of the hardware 
manufacturers are planning to add 
to their game systems. Sega has 
their Mega-CD; Philiips/Nintendo 
has their CD-I player; Sony has their 
unit for the Super Famloom; and 
there even are taint whispers about 
a CD-ROM for the NEO-GEO. 
Clearly, this is the format that will be 
used for the games of the future. 

NEC, the first to offer a CD-ROM 
drive is now the first to bring out 
several different fomiats, each for a 
different type of audience and price 

The PC Engine is being complete- 

The PC Engine and CD-ROM have 
been combined into one unit. 

ly redone. NEC has a new unit 
calied the PC Engine Duo which is 
the PCE plus the new Super CD- 
ROM2 in one sleek 'wedge shaped' 
shell. Available also is a new fold- 
open monitor/TV similar in specs 
and concept to the ultra high perfor¬ 
mance screen found in the Turbo 
Express. The screen though is 
about 5“ rather than the 2.6" on the 

The new NEC Super CD-R0M2 
unit attaches directly to the 
CoreGrafx and SuperGrafx! 
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TE. 
Also from NEC is a redesigned 

A new ultra-high resolution moni- 
tor/TV interfaces with the PCE Duo! 
CoreGrafx2 and a new 'clip-on' 
Super CD-ROM2 player. The 'clip- 
on' player will also connect directly 
with the older CoreGrafx and Super- 

And to make everything work 
smoother, NEC has announced that 
the CD-ROM system card will be 
upgraded from 64 kbits to 2 
Megabits. It will be called the 'Super 
System Card' Version 3.0. With the 
extra memory the CD-ROM will be 
able to have fewer interruptions for 
disc access allowing for better and 
smoother animated intermissions 
and longer game levels. 

At the CES NEC demonstrated a 
new CD format called NID (New 
Interactive Display). This format, 
developed around International 
standards, provides a data com¬ 
pression rate of 100 to 1. With this 
compression rate literally hundreds 
of gigabits of information can now 
be stored on one CD. Memory 
intensive data such as film footage, 
photographs, graphics and stereo 

NID CD-ROM 

quality sound can be easily stored 
with room to spare. Since the data 
Is all digital, full motion, picture In 
picture, multi-picture, slow motion, 
frame advance and windows are all 
possible. Up to an hour of broadcast 
quality video or 20,000 still photos 
could fit on one 5 inch CD. 

Sony’s Play Station - A Super 
Famicom/CD-ROM system. 

format being developed by Sony for 
the Super Famloom. Called Play 
Station, this was to be Nintendo's 
answer to the Sega and NEC CD- 
ROM units. Sony has stated that it 
will still do the project even without 
software support from Nintendo or 
its licensees. 

Nintendo instead signed a deal 
with Phillips for a CD-I unit that 
would interface with its S-NES. The 
hardware is done, and work on the 
software has begun. Super Mario, 
Zelda, and Donkey Kong are some 
of the characters already licensed 
for CD-I software development. The 
unit should be available in the fourth 

Phillip’s CD-I player will be 
shrunk down and Interfaced to 

aSuperNES. 
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And Ready To Go. 



INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK 

Sega and NEC debut new CD-ROM's, hardware and software at Tokyo Toy Show! 

TOKYO TOY SHOW 
The U.S. has it's Consumer Elec¬ 

tronics Shows and Japan has it's Toy 
Show. In both countries each 

Buyers from all around 
attend each in order ■ 
games they will want 
year holiday season. 
In this multibillion 
dollar industry a lot is 
riding on these short 
events. Companies 
bring out everything _ 
their R & D divi- Zelda 3 for the ■ 
sions have been Famicom! 
working on in order to impress the 
rest of the industry. This Toy Show 
was no exception. In fact, it was the 
best event in many a year as this 
time, besides the new software, there 
were major hardware introductions. 
Of course EGM was there with plenty 

Dungeon Master, Super Tennis and racing game. 
Super Pro Wrestling were the best of MEGA DRIVE 

The big news was the new 
CD-ROM drive. Containing a 
whopping 6 megabit of memory 

independent coproces- 
which adds hardware seal- 

rotation, this 
)date the 

_ . HAL has a huge 'Advan- 
Super tage-style' stick which has vir¬ 

tually everything possible built 
in including adjustable auto 

fire rates for each of the 6 buttons, 
slow motion and micro switches con¬ 
trolling the stick movement. 

FAMICOM 
Even with the SF selling very well in 

Japan, it was apparent that the soft¬ 
ware houses weren't abandoning the 

Famicom system. Easily f 

Galaxy Force 2 for the | 
Mega Drive. 

ew pad which Drive 
ware wh 

sequent International columns. 
SUPER FAMICOM 

With the Super-NES coming to 
America next month, most of the 
existing and in-development Super 
Famicom carts are quickly being con¬ 
verted to S-NES softs for the Septem¬ 
ber hardware rollout. But Japan is 
where the majority of the games are 
being developed and there were a 
few new softs not yet on the U.S. 
schedule. Super Formation Soccer, 
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of nasty mechanical mon¬ 
sters. Konami had a new overhead 
view vertical scrolling super shooter 
called Crisis Force and Namco 
showed a new overhead view auto 

Galaxy Force 2 lo 
vertical scrolling shooter UndeadLine. 

PC ENGINE 
NEC is in process of revamping it's 

complete line of systems. The PCE 
and CD-ROM are now one sleek unit. 
The Core Grafx2 in new, as is it's CD- 
ROM2 player which now clips on the 
.e game systems. There is 
new software to take full use of the 
new 2 megabit Super System card (up 
from 64k) and titles include Prince of 
Persia and Maru's Mission 2. 

GAMEBOY 
The best of the new titles include 

Sagaia, Rastan 2 and a horse racing 
cartridge. 



Trash all those other basketball 
cartridges! ULTIMATE BASKETBALL" 
captures all the thrills and intensity 
of a real full-court basketball game. 
You are in command; leading the 
court, making the plays, and 
scoring the points. 
Want close ups? Go for the Zoom into the action 
slam or a 3-pointer and let the 
full-screen animation blow 
you away! 
When your men start 
to drag, you can substitute 
some fresh blood. 
It's all jam packed into 
one NES cartridge, 

pro-basketball Be a part of the action-not See your shots-up close 
at your fingertips! just a spectator and personal 

You control full court 
movement 

Pick your starting line-up Team up with a friend 
against the computer 

American Sammy Corporation 
2421 205th St., Suite D-104, Torrance, CA 90501 

PHONE: (213) 320-7167 • GAME TIPS: (213) 320-7362 

ULTIMATE BASKETBALL™ Is a trademark of 
American Sammy Corporation. Nintendo and 
Nintendo Entert^nment System® are registered 

CIRCLE #118 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
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racing game, Irem's 
motorcycle grand prix is 
very well designed. Set 
up the bike depending 
on expected track and 
weather conditions. The 
courses are those of the 
real GP circuit so there is 
some realism built in. 
With a split screen you 
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CIRCLE #182 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 

varie/ Mega Drive 

Varie has taken a well designed auto racing 
game and enhanced it with 16 bit graphics. Not 
only does it play exceptionally smooth but it is 
spiced up with digitized graphics throughout the 

Micronet/Nlega Drive 
AMBITION OP CAESAR 

2 
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VIDEO GAMES GALORE! 
One of the Largest Selections 

CALL 
FOR THE LATEST 

GENESIS GAMESI 

SUPER FAMICOM... 

==SPreiAlS OF THE MONTH! 

TalesoffheMonsterPam...-. . 
_Side Arm Specloi (avgom »2 oome'» inV. 4»*»l 

New Zealand Story.. 
gSBg Magical Soy Huls. . 

_^^3jOGreo)aotlte^^^. .. 
_^1 

59h| 
7^ . 

32«|f 

1-(516)-795-4583 
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WHERE DO YOU TURN TO FOR THE FIRST INFO ON 
ELECTRONIC GAMING REVIEWS, GOSSIP, TRICKS, ^ 

PREVIEWS, HIGH SCORES AND INTERNATIONAL NEWS? 
PICK UP THE PHONE END BECOME E WIOEO V.I.P.I! 

1400 
Introducing Electronic Gam- 

tronic Gaming Monthly 
zine! Here's' 
an industry it 
on the 
ting the 
fore they 

With 

format, 
access the 
you want from the 
of selections that you get 
every mon'ih in EGM! / 

So be in the know! Call ip 
hear this week's issue of Elec¬ 
tronic Gaming Weekly today! 







The Super NES has by far 
some of the most impressive 
specs of any piece of con¬ 
sumer video game hardware. 
Nintendo developed the main 

processor, it is a custom chip 
called the 65816. The system 
runs at 3.58 MHz, while not 
Incredibly fast the Super NES 
can handle a huge amount of 
graphic information at one 
time. There are a total of 
32,768 colors available and 
256 can be displayed at any 
one time. The maximum res¬ 

olution is 512 X 448 with a 
maximum of 128 sprites on 
the screen at one time. The 
audio capabilities are just as 
impressive due to a custom 

Sony sound chip with an 8- 
Bit CPU and a digital proces¬ 
sor built-in. This allows 
musical tracks with up to 8 
layers in full stereo and phe¬ 
nomenal digitized sound 
effects. By far the most 
impressive feature of the 

Super NES is the 
A> graphics mode I, - 

S to 

sprite without limit. The effect is 
clearly evident in Nintendo's 
hauntingiy realistic flight simula¬ 
tor Pilotwings. Mode 7 is what 

■■ NES stand out. 



/ 

ACTlIAlSER ' and slash action of 
Rastan. Throw tn some of the 



DARIUS TWIN 



PILOT WINGS 

POPULOUS 

UP£R DEFORMER 





DIMENSION FORCE 
Dimension Force is a new overhead 
shooter for the Super NES from Asmik. 

—..I. The game takes advan¬ 
tage of the special graph- 

' j ics modes of the Super 
3 NES. Very intense heli- 
^ copter shooting action. 

CASTLEVANIA 4 
Konami brings you the 
fourth installment to the 
Castlevania series. This 
looks like ifs the best one 
yeti Incredible graphics 
and sound enhance the 
classic Castlevania game 
play. New weapons too. 

DREAM TV 
This original action title for the Super 
NES from Triffix features an involving 
-1 environment to explore and 

a variety of different game 
|^■|||^■ play options. Progress 

HOME ALONE 
3d on the hit movie, Home Alone 
THQ lets you relive your favorite 
Pmi parts of the movie. Your 
SmIoS parents have gone on 
feagH vacation and left you home 

alone. You have to defend 
your house from thieves. 

LEGEND OF MYSTICAL NINJA 
This totally original action cart from 
Konami has a lot of potential. Ifs filled 

with great graphics 



LEMMINGS 
SunSoft brings the action of the mega 
popular computer game to the Super 

NES. You must lead a 
band of loyal lemmings 
through a land of danger 
and keep them from killing 

SUPER GHOULS 
'N'GHOSTS 

This is truly one of the most 
amazing games on the 
Super NES. Mind blowing 
graphics, sterling sound 
and game play with a high 
level of difficulty blew us 
away in every way. 

PAPERBOY2 
sequel to the classic coin-op fea- 

i an all new neighborhood to explore 
and deliver papers to. 

IMS Improved graphics and 
|J^|n sounds plus a variety of 

new aspects to the game 
play make It even more fun. 

ROBOCOP3 
: plagued by crime. It's going to 
! than an ordinary cop to clean 
m up the streets. Ocean is 
I bringing Ftobocop to the 
I Super NES and enhanced 
I the familiar game play with 
I 16-Bit graphics and sounds. 

SMASH TV 
Acclaim is bring the nonstop action of 
the arcade smash to the Super NES. 

HnugniQ The game is a carbon copy 
of the coin-op, the graphics 

KaSHH and sounds are virtually 
identical. Great futuristic 
fun for two players. 



SPACE MEGA FORCE 
Toho's first Super NES title is a great 
overhead shooter with tons of action and 

SUPER R-TYPE 
This is the ultimate shooter. 
Incredible 16-Bit graphics 
and sterling sound com¬ 
bined with strategic game 
play and an arsenal of awe¬ 
some weapons. Irem puts 
the best of both R-Type 1 & 
2 into one amazing cartl 

RADIOFLYER 
a very original game for 
lES from the Ocean. While 

Software Toolwor 

^SUPER BATTLE TANK 
Absolute Entertainment is 
bringing this tank simulation 
to the Super NES. The 
graphics are first rate and 
the game is very complex 

e Super NES. You must 
remove all the tiles by 
using strategy and cogni¬ 
tive thinking skills. New 
features let you change 
the tiles to your liking. 



VLTRABOTS 
Data East brings the fighting action of 
tank warfare into a different dimension. 

BaaRBUii Get into your high tech 
waiking tank and biast your 
opponents. Great graphics 
and sound bring futuristic 

miSSB tank warfare to iife. 

WANDERERS 
FROM rs 

American Sammy is bring¬ 
ing this popular RPG to the 
Super NES. The graphics 
are a definite improvement 
over all other versions. The 
quest is still intact and the 
music is great too. 

DRAKKHEN 
Here's a new three dimensional role 
playing game from Kemco Seika. Based 

-77^-—a on the popular computer 
this translation has 

great first person scrolling 
and better graphics. Hours 

j involving game play. 

FORMULA! 
This spectacular new driv¬ 
ing game from Seta takes 
advantage of the Super 
NES's special graphics 
modes to bring you the 
most realistic racing action AMERICAN GLADIATORS 

Based on the popular TV show, this cart 
brings ail of the action home on the 

Super NES. Events in- 
eAic/xiH elude the Eliminator, Joust, 
i'JlflViiiM Assault, The Wall, 
■ Powerball, and the Human 

Cannonball. 

COMBAT BASKETBALL 
Hudson is entering the sports theme 

with a futuristic contest of 
£^2^01 agility and reflexes. Fast 

paced action takes basket- TX-i: 



NOLAN RYAN BASEBALL 



You get all this and 
more In each full color 

00 YOU PlAY VIDEO GAMES?? 

SENDAI PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
1920 Highland Ave 
Suite 222 - Dept. A 
Lombard, IL 60148 

THEN YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE TO 

Each big issue of 
ELECTRONIC 
GAMING MONTHLY is 
loaded with behind- 
the-scenes info, 
previews of un¬ 
released games, and 
cart reviews that you 
can trust! 

Also get exclusive 
U.S. National Video 
Game Team endorse¬ 
ments, contests, high 
scores, secret code 
trading cards, and tip 
booklets that have all 
the tricks and 
strategies you need to 
amaze your friends 
and play like a pro on 
all the newest games! 

ELECTRONIC 
GAMING 
MONTHLY 

* FULL COLOR! 
* TIP BOOKLETS! 
* PREVIEWS! 
* HIGH SCORES! 
* CODE CARDS! 
* CONTESTS! 
* PLUS MUCH, 

MUCH MORE! 

IV/ANT TO PlAY LIKE A PRO! 

* GAMING MONTHLY for the low price of 
$23.95 for a full year (that’s 12 Incredible 
issues for 50% off the cover price). 



WHAT MAGAZINE HAS THE BEST INFO ON JAPANESE GAMES AND SYSTEMS? 
Introducing... 

From the Editors of Electronic Gaming Monthly 

THE MOST COMPLETE 
SOURCE FOR 

INFORMATION, PHOTOS 
AND RELEASE DATES 
OF UPCOMING GAME 

SYSTEMS, CARTS AND 
PERIPHERALS! 

ORDER JAPANESE 
GAMES DIRECTLY FROM 

THE PAGES OF SUPER 
GAMING! NOW YOU 

CAN PURCHASE EXCIT¬ 
ING FOREIGN GAMES 
THROUGH THE MAIL! 

HOT INFO • SECRET TRICKS & TIPS ON GETTING STARTED 
FIRST LOOKS AT NEW RELEASES • MUCH MORE! 

BE THE FIRST TO KNOW 
WITH SUPER CAMIHC... 

Are you the type of video game 
player who has always wanted to 
know about the latest games and 
systems but could never find a 
magazine devoted entirely to 
what's new and in the future? Not 
just games for the Genesis, Turbo 
and Nintendo, but also previews 
of Japanese titles that won't arrive 
on these shores for years - if ever! 

Now the editors of Electronic 
Gaming Monthly, always the first 
word in video games, has created 
a magazine especially for you! 
Super Gaming will take you where 
no other game magazine has ever 
gone before, with the latest news 
and game previews for your Sega 
16-Bit, NEC or Nintendo systems! 
With Super Gaming you will know 
about the hottest carts of tomor¬ 
row today, as well as new devel¬ 
opments and game systems! 

BECOME A SUPER CAMER! 
Take advantage of this intro¬ 

ductory offer and you can receive 
four full-color issues of Super 
Gaming weeks before it appears 
in the stores for only $9.95! 
Become a Super Player today! 







THE YEAR OE 
THE SEQUEL!! 
The years 1989 and 1990 saw 

the rise of incredible popular 
GameBoy hits like Double Dragon, 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, 
Nemesis, and Robocop. Now, as 
we rush headlong into the nineties, 
sequels are beginning to flood the 
market. Sequel titles are popping 
up everywhere, and very few 
original hits are to be found. 
Double Dragon 2, TMNT 2, 
Nemesis 2 , and Robocop 2 are 
just a few titles scheduled for a fall 
release, with more on the way. 

Not only are GameBoy titles 
being rehashed, but even some 
smash NES games are being 
converted to the portable format, 
disguised as sequels. Metroid 2: 
The Return of Samus is a classic 
example. Even though the game 
claims to be a sequel, the overall 
game play and powerups are 
identical. 

Some super-power hits are good 
enough to stand alone, like the 
upcoming Castlevania series for 
the GameBoy. Castlevania 2 
proves to be worthy of it heritage! 

Metroid II: The Return of Samus 

Final Fantasy II and Double Dragon II 

The game control, graphics, game 
play, and soundtracks are 
drastically improved over the 
previous title, showing that not all 
sequels are boring and unimag¬ 
inative. Along the same lines. 
Double Dragon 2 is a true sequel, 
bearing all new moves, graphics, 
and soundtracks. 

Of course, most of the 
entertaining titles on the way are 
either sequels or NES to GameBoy 
conversions. The Simpsons is one 
such conversion. The Simpsons for 
the NES is based on alien mutants 
trying to conquer Earth while The 
Simpsons for the GameBoy is 
based on the an evil Summer 
camp. The graphics and game play 
are alike, but the plots are 
completely different. Choplifter 2 is 
coming soon, but it sports game 
play, graphics, sounds, and levels 
almost identical to the original. 

Some other titles to appear soon 
include: Battletoads, Bomberman, 
and Bo Jackson's 2 in 1. One 
noticeable trend in portable gaming 
is the conversion of popular movie 
titles to the on-the-move format. 

Hudson Hawk, Home Alone, 
Rocketeer, Robocop (1 and 2), and 
The Terminator are all big buck 
trims with big buck contracts for 
their title rights. So far, the entry 
into the video game field hasn't 
been very successful. Perhaps 
after seeing the downfall of 
previous titles on the NES, 
Genesis, and Turbografx, lic¬ 
ensees may learn that big names 
don't necessarily make big games. 
Some titles have suffered due to a 
lack of planning and organization. 
A game based on a box office hit 
should reflect the time and effort of 

As of this date, licensees for the 
Lynx and Game Gear are not in a 
hurry to add movie titles to their list 
of portable fun. Nintendo has a 
virtual monopoly on these games, 
and they are feeling both the 
benefits and ramifications of 
"movie games." Thus far, Game 
Gear titles are strictly limited to 
Sega Master System games, while 
Atari continues to develop their 
own software, ranging from original 
concepts to a few coin-op trans¬ 
lations like Ninja Gaiden and 

Also, neither of these two 
superior systems has cranked out 
sequels to their smash hit games. 

Challenge II or Blue Lightning II. 
Game Gear seems to be heading 
down a steady path of rehashed 
SMS games, but original titles 
aren't far behind. The Turbo 
Express faces a similar dilemma: 
no original titles. Well, the nineties 
are still young, and the future 
promises a large treat for us all. 

Micro Gaming 



PACT-PILE 
Manufacturer: Konami 
Machine: GameBoy 
Cartridge Size: 512k 
Number of Leveis: 5 
Theme: Action 
Difficuity: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: August 

Microgamm 



GAMEBOf CNintendo) 

1855 O’l 



Manufacturer: JVC 
Machine: GameBoy 
Cartridge Size: 512K 
Number of Leveis:NA 
Theme:Shooter 
Difficuity:Moderate 
Number of Piayers:1 
Avaiiabie:August 
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YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH TO 
YOUR NAME IN THE HIGH 

SCORE TABLE! 
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You'll Love 
These Smash Hits! 

^ Two of Irem's most popular 
\ arcade hits are now avail- 

1 able for Game Boy. With 
IREM AMERICA CORP 



CHOOSE IRANSHISSIOH Ti'PE 
Psess ft 0!f 8 lo Stilt 

DRIVING WAS 
NEVER THIS 

HARD... 
Only one system could possibly 

tackle the coin-op translation to a 
portable and it's the Atari Lynx! 
Utilizing the Lynx's scaling feature 
to the max, Hard Drivin' is a visual 
treat for all ages. The instant replay 
feature is accurate and fun to 
watch, especially after a fateful dive 
over a ledge or too short a jump. 
Take on the speed track to test your 
skill at high speed driving. Or, if 
you're game, try out the stunt track 
and test your courage. Hard Drivin' 
will make you or break you. Real 
physios add to the game play. 

INCREDIBLE SCDLINCn 
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American Sammy Corporation 
2421 205th St., Suite D-104, Torrance, CA 90501 

Phone: (213) 320-7167 • Game Tips: (213) 320-7362 
CIRCLE #116 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 



ADV£NrUR£ ISLAND II 
mvSOMSOFT 

A surprise at the CES 
show, Adventure Island II 
makes the translation to 

the handheld formal with very little loss of detail! 
All of the power ups are retained perfectly! 

Aerostar is different from 
shooting games in 

the player must try 
to reclaim the Earth from alien forces that have 
taken control in the absence of humans. 

BO MCKSON'S 2-IN-l 
THQ _ 

Like the famous athlete, 
this Gameboy cartridge 
allows the player to par¬ 

ticipate in both baseball and football. The base¬ 
ball game is 3D and the football Is overhead. 

iThe second in¬ 
stallment of tti 
Double Dragon 

lives up ti 
i reputation. Superb control, 
I graphics, and sound!! 

CYCL£ GRAND PRIX 
IR£M 

In the spirit of Sega's 
Hang On comes Cylce I 

_Grand Prix by Irem. Make I 
your pitstops, change tires, refeui, and get ready I 
for the most intense racing action on GameBoy! 

FINAL FANTASY L£G£ND II 
SQOARSSOFT 

The Final Fantasy story 
also continues on the 

with Square Soft'i 

fACSBAU 2000 
BULL£TPROOF 

A combination of hide and seek 
and tag, Faceball 2000 features 
first person perspective. Up to 
four people can play, and the 
game takes place in real time. 
Faceball features over 80 levels. 

10 Microgaming II 



COMPaTER 
qflME REVIEW 

Introducing Computer 
Game Review, the leading 
magazine of computer and 
16-Bit gaming! Not matter 
what computer or consoie 
you own, Computer Game 
Review covers it aii in 
briliiant fuii color from 
beginning to end! 

Computer Game Review 
deiivers the very iatest news 
and information on the 
greatest role-piaying, sports, 
strategy and simuiation 
software avaiiabie for your 
MS-DOS, Amiga, Apple and 
16-Bit game machines. 
Each issue is ioaded with 
muitipie-person reviews that 
show you the difference 
between what's hot and 
what's not, as weii as maps 

' and strate¬ 
gies that put 
you ahead 
of the 
game! 

ttn-uaui'UciE 
' Honest Multi-Reviews that 

tell it like it is! 

' Exclusive Previews of New 

Games and International 

Coverage From Europe & Japan! 

• Special Maps that Show the 

Entire Game at a Glance! 

• PLUS Game Tip and Strategies, 

Inside Information on Games In 

Development and much more!! 



HATR/S 
SUIUTPROOF 

Translated from the com¬ 
puter game, Hatris Is a 
worthy sequel of Tetris, 

following similar guldlines. Move the falling hats 
to match other headressings of like design. 

HOm£ALON£ 
THQ 

The movie was great! 
Don't you wish you 
could play it at home? 
the GameBoyl! Keep the 

your cunning and wit. 

HUDSON HAWK 
SONY IMAGESOFT 

M£TROlD H 

NINTENDO 
The long awaited sequel to the 
blockbuster Nintendo Entertain¬ 
ment System cartridge is here, 
but this time, on the GameBoy 
screen. All new enemies and 
obstacles await!! 

Another movie title has 
converted into the 

portable formal! Find a 
way into the museum and steal the precious arti¬ 
facts within! Watch out for dogs! 

V_ 

Ishido finaHy hits the 
Gameboy screen! Per¬ 
haps even more enjoy- 

HUNCHSACK 
OCEAN 

through the forest and 
le hills as the Hunchback! 

Ring the huge bells to advance to 
a. Another innovative 

product from Ocean. 

LUNAR CHAS£ 
NINTENDO 

Another 3D shooter in 
the tradition of the 
coinop Star Wars, you 

must guide your ship In a first perspective and 
pilot a maze to reach your objective. 
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TMNTII 
OLTKA 

Look out! The Teenage I 
Mutant Ninja Turtles are I 
back on the scene, and I 

are ready to rock and roll with the Footctan, * 
Shredder, Kang, and Splinter! 

BILL AND T£D 
ACCLAIM/'L/N 

Awesome! Those radical I 
time-travelling dudes are I 
having an Excellent I 

Gameboy Adventure! Wipe out heinous enemies | 
in a race against time with Bill and Ted! 

rH£ SIMPSONS 
ACCLAIM/'L/N 

way, dude! Bart and I 
Lisa are trapped in a 
Summer Camp of Evill | 

Help them escape by picking up flags and bi 
tiing end bosses! 

DICK TRACY 
BANDA! ITess Trueheart has been 

kidnapped! It's up to 
I, Dick Tracy, to res¬ 

ue her! All of the original enemies and charater 
re back in this GameBoy version. 

FASTEST LAP 
NTVIC 

NTVIC's Fastest Lap is 
an authentic Formula-1 
racing simulation. An 

added feature is that players can design and HK- 
build their cars from the tires up and race them. ISieI ■ ' 

V _ 
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THE ULTIMfITE 
ADVENTURE flWfllTS... 
The ultimate adventure is about to begin on 

the Super Famicom. The highiy anticipated 
Zelda 3 is finaiiy here! Once again, you are a 
brave hero you must go about the vast iand of 
Hyruie. Destroy evi! creatures and coliect 
Rupies to help you buy supplies and 
weapons. The obvious enhancements are 
the extremely colorful and detailed graphics. 
The new level of detail makes the quest seem 
even more realistic. Link must not only 
endure hordes of monsters, but he also has to 
deal with the forces of nature. Thunder¬ 
storms, oaves, deserts, forests, you name it 
and Link will have to overcome it. The audio 
has also been refined, with rich background 
music for each area of the game. The quest 
is massive, four times larger than the previous 
two carts. There are a ton of new items to 
find as well. A fruly remarkable game that will 
definitely be worth the wait. 



KLU€ KLUB 

^IsmiK 

TIRED OF 
THE SAME 
OLD GAMES? 

Action Games! 

Create ISODifferen 



SUPER PRO WRESTLING 
HUMRN 1ST QUARTER 1992 . 

GET INTO THE RING. 
Here is the latest Super Famicom 

wrestling game from the development 
team Human. Super Professional 
Wrestling will feature a large variety of 
moves. Each move will be executed 
with different button combinations giv¬ 
ing the player more control over the 
game than ever. While there aren't 
any famous names in this cart, what 
you will find is solid wrestling action for 
one or two players. Great animation 
and sound effects add to the realism. 

DUNGEON MRSTER 
8 MEG VICTOR MUSICRL INDUSTRIES FOURTH QURRTER 1991 

RMRZING MffZES! 

labyrinth of mazes filled with monsters, 
mummies, and other untold horrors. Collect 
treasure and helpful items from open chests 
in the mazes. Be careful what you touch or 
open because there are traps everywhere. 
Great 3-Dimensional scrolling simulates the 
effect of walking through a real dungeon. 
Keep your party alive by giving them enough 
“■ ' id water and medicine to heal the 

incurred in battle. This cart promis- 
of mystery and adven¬ 

ture forTllBimsf dedicated role playing fans. 

r SUPER FORMRTION SOCCER 'I 
^ 4 MEG HUMfiN FOURTH QUARTER 1991 J 

GOFORTHEGOffU 
Here's another promising sports title '• 

for the Super Famicom from Human. 1 
This new soccer game utilizes the 
scaling and rotation capabilities of the i 
system to bring you one of the most I 
realistic soccer simulations ever. Pick | 
and choose from a number of teams, 
each with different strengths and 
weaknesses. Play against the com- ! 
puter and try to win the exhibition or 
challenge another player. Fantastic 
scaling of the field brings the action j 
up close and the sounds are very well | 
done. Exciting soccer action that will 
please the most discriminating player. 
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SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 
I (Sega/Genesis) 
I Max Out Your Lives - You can max out your lives in many different s pieces in this great game. Here's 
j the easiest one we've found. Piay up to levei 1-2. Once on this ievel you must get the 1-UP on top of the 

ioop to ioop. Get the invincibie stars and jump over the iamp post. Coiiect over 100 rings for an 
' additionai 1-UP and then throw yourseif onto the spikes. When you start your next iife you wiii be abie 

to repeat this aii over again. Repeat untii you have as many iives as you want! 

Electrorilc Gaming Monthiy 



^ everywhere. But now Jigsaw and his band of drug lords 
^9 will be tought a lesson in justice — Punisher-style! 

' There's nowhere for them to hide. Packing his M60 machine gun, nitro-chorged 
grenades and heat-seeking rockets, The Punisher" will hunt them down from the urban New York jungle to the voodoo- 
infested wilds of South America... destroying everything evil in his sight! With Spider-Man® at his side, hundreds of 
enemies will be given the ULTIMATE PAYBACK! 

CIRCLE #150 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 











CIRCLE *200 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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FCI Phone Counseling 

OTLINE 
(708) 968-0425 

8 am - 7 pm Central Standard Time 

' Get the latest tips, scores and 

info about FCI video games 

’ Find out about new FCI games 

’ Put your name on the FCI 

mailing list 

FCI® 





ELECTRONIC ARTS™ 
& 

pneAMt: 

BUYANY2 

E.A. GAMES 

SUBSCRIPTION TO 

ELECTRONIC 
GAMING MONTHLY! 

utstr 
YOUR 

KRVBEE 
STORE 
TODMV! 

KAYBEE^STORE FOR DCTAILS. CIRCLE #138 ON READER SERVICE CARO 
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ONE OF _ — 

Get set for the most spectacular video game contest 1 
ever! EGM is giving away more than $10,000 worth of f 
video games and equipment throughout 19911 We're 
giving away a slew of hard-hitting hardware and game ^ 
softs to SIX lucky readers in not one, not two, but THREE ^ 
special drawings! Great prizes like a Super ' ' 
Famicom, Super Nintendo, Sega Genesis a 
System, an NEC TurboGrafx-16, an Atari Lynx I 
and special sets of 10 hot titles for the 
Nintendo Entertainment System! 

And the excitement doesn't stop there! 
EGM is giving away a super GRAND PRIZE, t 
full-sized arcade video game, to one of these 
15 champions! 

Entering the EGM $10,000 Great Game Give-Away is the easiest part of all! Simply detach 
the Reader Service Card from this issue, circling the appropriate reader service number for 
FREE GAME INFORMATION, and send it in for automatic contest entry! 
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Games, games and more games! 
great event! For the first four days 
June that's all your EGM staff was 
doing - playing games. Not just 
any games, but all of ' 
that will be coming ou 
next six months. Hundreds 
and hundreds of great, 
average and bad softs - 
we played them all. And, 
in the EGM tradition, we 

eras and film. After I 

day we walked away 
exhausted and with over 
1500 pictures so you can 
see what is coming out in 
the future. 

SUPER NINTENDO 
As expected, the S-NES made 

it's formal debut at the SCES. It, 
or $199 and Super 

keep the 30 million owners happy for quite a 
' lie. Great sequels are on their way. 

Batman 2, Ninja Gaiden 3, Mega 
f. Wizards and Warriors 3 
Contra Force are but a few. 

Original titles include Star 
Wars, Bio Force Ape and 
Over Horizon. 

GENESIS 
Sega really came out 

swinging as they had a 
side-by-side comparison 
between Sonic and Mario 

impressive in this lighti 
Sega had other great softs. 

Mercs, Golden Axe 2 and 
Quack Shot were exceptional 

lolling Thunder 2, Tur- 
Vapor Trail. But the 

was not even on the show 
Sega had their long awaited 

CD-ROM player (Mega-CD) tucked 

The S-NES is one month away! 
World is in the package. Nintendo 
says the S-NES should start 
appearing in the stores sometime 
in September. 

But as good as the hardware is 
(and it isl) it's the software which 
will determine if the system will 
sell. Nintendo is doing everything it 
can to get as many games out this 
year. Unfortunately since there is a 
learning curve in programming for 
any new system, quite a few 

games th 
just as easily hi 
older NES. But there w 
good games. Super Ghouls and 
Ghosts and Super R-Type were phe¬ 
nomenal! F-Zero and Pilotwings really 
demonstrated the abilities of the S- 
NES. And Final Fantasy 2 took RPG's 
to a new level of excellence. Familiar 
names are coming back in much 
improved form on the new system. 
Look for titles like: Castlevania 4, 
Super Adventure Island, Gradius 3, 
The Simpsons, Smash TV, and Sim 
City, Check out our 16 page buyers 
guide starling on page 59 for a com¬ 
plete description of the system and 

fas there to look at (it 
t until the Tokyo Toy Show 
we could get a hands-on-test). 
TURBOGRAFX-16 

NEC's major software release was 
the great sequel to Bonk. Also 
shown were portions of their new 
CD-ROM games - Lords of the Ris¬ 
ing Sun, It Came from the Desert 
and the Addams Family. Their multi¬ 
player sports series had Kick Box¬ 
ing, Champions Forever Boxing and 
Davis Cup Tennis. On the hardware 
front, NEC had a demonstration of 
their new NID CD data compression 
technology. They are now able to 
pack in 100 times the info than 
before. Seventy two minutes of full 
screen, full motion video are now 
possible! Their new CD-ROM2, PC 
Engine Duo, or 2 megabit Super 
System Card were nowhere to be 
seen but in Japan, they were the hit 
of the Toy Show! 

SunSoft is bringing Batman back in 
Return of the Joker for the NES! 

NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 
Although Nintendo's main focus at 

the SCES was the S-NES, the old 
NES is 
plenty of great si 

J. There 
m display to WEC had Bonk's Revenge for the Turbo. 
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MORE GAMES AVAILABLE FROM SAGE’S 



SUPER BOWL 
T«cmo 

Play the NFL season all 
the way through to the 
Super Bowl in this follow 
up to Teomo BowLAIl 28 

BATMfIN - RETURN OF THE JOKER 
I SunSoft 
I Tts Jakef-ia steadl or is he? Find out in 

sequel. Batman will 
many new battles as 

be tal«ea..on the toughest 
criminal minds In the ulti- 
mate test of skill and power. 

BiO FORCE RPE 
Soto USB 

^^^^Hijbdaeinely intense 
You must 

fighting mutants and other 
JS dangerous enemies. 

STAR WARS 
Lucosfiini 

May the force be with you 
as you go up against Darth 





DRdGON WARS 
Kcmco - Seiko Corp. 

Save Oceana from the evil 

thrown 

sariM. Change youF-skills 
mid game and team over 60 
apelk ac yss travetjaEith day 
and kni^hl hi your quest. 
New dungeons and over 
130 monsters await you. ^ 

Darth 





F -15 STRIKE ERGLE 
Mkroprose 

Vouan m ecfl»nandB* yoorrefy own F- 
1»iet*flhil?r. Voahavea 

Ever wondered how 
Napoleon achieved his 

Cont^HttWeader 

> j«atty Goulish 
MAWt^ough 

ur WBy-4hough 





nt 1^, this.action 
IS you_shrunk 
W'sizs of the toy 
lieh through your 
sending off an 

. Use 

Buy Direct... 
... Save Big !!! 

i SEGA. GENESIS • ATARI 
TURBO GRAFX . NEO GEO 

( G-A-M-E-S 
I (Sample Listing) 

Thousands In Stock 
TITLE SPECIAL 

TOXIC CRdSflDERS 
Rmsrica 

. fluil. Get ready, 
; rsxlean up time! 

NINTENDO 



Thousands of People 

Use Verdict TeleReviews 
There's No Reason Why You Shouldn't be One of Them 

Verdict TsIeReviews 
For Players. By Players. 



BUiZE BBSTERS 
Corp. 

LwWt ftrv excellent 
hlK. Tbisxart has 
y to stap_s,nemy 



(he popular 
your chance 

city. Have 



Head out into the dark and 
dangeroua streets of the 
city. Use younJoing-fu 
skills to praiBCt yourself 
from the gtislaughi of ene¬ 
mies iettw ar* e«t to finish 
you off. 

»me to life in this 
jrr game. Coliect 
[iJlooty's mansion 

computer oppo- 
1^ courses are var- 

more than 

The cute arcade game of 
the same name is being 
translated for play on the 
NES. Avoi6l..the cavemen 
as you through 
the frH|n^D9K^aereen. 

5 yonder in your 
rart jet fighter. 
m has invaded 
jjn protect the 

bogies on 

EmdWaido 
■flSfg dKens of other 
[Smllar.bDkitrg people as 
I you rat»-against the clock 
Variable difficulty settings. 
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IT CAME FROM THE DES^ ^ 
NEC 

Combine real actors with a graphic 
adventure game and put it 
on a high memory CD and 
you will have one of the 
most innovative games 
ever created. 

LORDS OF THE RISING SUN 
NEC 

Another CD-ROM game from NEC, but 
this time it is a military sim¬ 
ulation of immense propor¬ 
tions, Protect your bases 
while attacking the enemy 
encampments. 
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GHOST PILOTS 
SNK 

One of the most intense 
vertical scrolling shooters 

SEN GO KO 
SNK 

One of SNK's best action 
games yet. Huge bosses 
and constant action will 
challenge you every step 
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As good as the first game 
sequel is that much bett Hot on the heels of Mickey 

comes Donald Duck! The 
same attention to detail is 
built into this soft. Very 
smooth animation, great 
graphics anda 'tun' quest! 

game play and graphically 
intense magic spells, GA2 
will be one of the hottest 

Definitely worth trying! 

One of the most action 
intensive shooters in the 
Sega booth. Lots of wea¬ 
pons and power-ups. 
Extremely huge bosses to 
blow awayr-if you survive 

! arcades and Namco is 
jiady programming a 
ne version. Easily one 
he best playing games 

I be a hot cart this winter! 

TOEJfiM dND EARL 
Sega 

Sega is betting the farm on this 

can play over and over 
without repetition. Search 
through multi levels look¬ 
ing for the 10 pieces of 
your ship. 



an alien-type 
ime. Choose 
and take on 
the galaxy. 

Rood, and fast moving 
Ihookey game. Great 
*^close-ups! 
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RINGS OF POWER 
Electronic Rrts 

We Arts Is readying a new quest 
gBglE..l«De game drawn in a 3/4 

diagonal view 
a pseudo 3-D 

I SHADOW OF THE BERST 
Electronic Arts 

The popular computer game is coming 
Genesis. Battle with 
beasts as you 

&l"45j^^^^BiBILJ,^''°tigh your 

jmputer 

] slant action, tremendous 

Hop on your bike and hit 
the sidewalks in order to 
get all your papers deliv¬ 
ered to your customers. 
Watch out tor dogs, oars 
and wild lawnmowers as 
you ride down your route. 

The futuristic racing/shoot¬ 
ing coin-op is being con¬ 
verted to the Genesis by 
Tengen. Smooth scaling 
and good control make 
this cart one of the best 
racing ganw^around. .: 



VALiS SYD 
Renovation ™ 

One oHhe older PC Engine versions of 
popular Vails series is 

^^E^V'new coming to the Genesis. 
While not as sophisticated as 

still has the action which 
1 the series popular. 

bines the challenge of a 
Vermilion with the battle 
scenes of a Phantasy Star. 

'Power-up in the cities to 
prepare for the battles in 
the country. Renovation has a n 

side scroller which lo 
and plays very much 
the newer games in 

jest vertical scrolling shoot- 
to come along in quite 

JsiwWIe. Offers a wide vari- 
gAHJf weapons and power- 
iSp's. Challenging game 
play that isn't too easy. 

wait! Its a longer 
|'’%an average quest that's 
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PffT RILEY BRSKETBRLL 
Sega 

popular on the Genesis and Sega 
has detuned it a bit to work 
on the Master System. 
Featuring good close-up 

player action. 

OUT RUN 
Sega 



Fulfill your mission 
in helping the tank 
reach its goal. It’s 
noh^stop scrambling 

fun with the most 
unique game ever. 
Go! Go! Tank! 

1^1 VI 
.Tii 



demo only. Neither the 
game play nor the graphics 

. were ready in time for the 
CES. It could be a good sto- 

Genesis system this 

This popular computer game has been 
translated for almost every 

ir ATV and get ready for 
some-high flying, fast mov¬ 
ing racing. Play solo or 

Taito is bringing a re¬ 
vamped version of their 
arcade classic Qlx to the 
Genesis. Featuring great 
graphics and cool back¬ 
grounds, Super Qix also 

THE KILUNG GHME SHOW 
Ei«tronic Arts 

lased on the computer game of the 
l^jjggLsame name. Electronic 
HH^^^rSns now bringing out a 
^^^^B^enesis version. Good 

action with better than 
average graphics. 

reservoir of computer 

, cartaon copy of the popular 
nfepT'and Magic disk 





TOP SCORE CLUB 









Your Game Boy Wh( 
It’s Never Been Before. 




